all dogs, all breeds, all day
We believe that dog-on can be a force for good in
promoting responsible pet ownership in the canine
loving community. Through its shows, dramas, and
features, dog-on hopes to communicate valuable
insight and essential information to its viewers;
enabling them to make informed choices in the care
of their pets.
Dog-on makes no distinction between breed or
pedigree, and believes all pets are of equal
importance and value.
Dog-on aspires, as the first ever television channel in
the U.S. dedicated to dog lovers, to set the
standard in enlightening its audience towards these
objectives. Because we believe above all, that our
pets, though they be canine, bring out the best of
what is human in all of us.
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Show Dogs

On any given weekend, on stages across the
country, little and big dogs parade around some
with bows, some with royal blood, a lot of practice
and hours of grooming, to be judged on their coat,
personality and breed. Show Dogs follows dogs
and their sometimes ecentric and over zealous pet
owners on their quest for trophies, big titles, and
lots of cash.
Watch Show Dogs, Weeknights at 8 PM ET/PT.

doggie tales
The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals brings “doggie tales” a television series
all about dogs and the people who love them.
“doggie tales” features dogs of all sizes, shapes
and breeds from across the United States. It is an
Award-winning program designed to honor our
wonderful canine friends while bringing the viewer
a variety of entertaining stories which both educate
and inform.
Watch doggie tales, Weeknights, 9 PM ET/PT.

Pack Rules

k9 health line

Frank Paw has been called a Dr. Phil for dogs,
and for good reason. Paw’s amazing
rehabilitations of aggressive, scared, lazy,
compulsive, and jealous dogs captured the
national spotlight when his series Pack Rules
premiered in September 2004. Regular viewers
soon came to realize it wasn’t the dogs but the
quirky owners who needed Paws’s help the most.
Watch Pack Rules, Weeknights, 10 PM ET/PT.

K9 Health Line is an inspiring medical drama
about the courage of a team of expert
veterinarian surgeons who shine brightest when
working under pressure against the clock to save
critically injured dogs. The team comprises of
quirky over-the-top doctors who are quickly
learning the meaning of trial by fire and the need
for balance between their needs and those of
their patients’ families.
Watch Pack Rules, Weeknights, 11 PM ET/PT.
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